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The Murray State News

NEWSbriefs

I

Math/science loan
Applications for the 1985 summer Kentucky State
Math/ Science Incentive Loan Program are now available for
interested graduate students. This loan program is for certified
teachers who desire to add math or science to their teaching
certificates.
The loans are for approximately $800 a summer and upon
completion of the certificationprogram maybe given for persons
teaching math or science in Kentucky high schoola.
The deadline for applying is April 22. For more information
contact the Math/ Science Incentive Loan Program in Wells
Hall.

Criminal justice seminar
The department of criminal justice will host a seminar open to
the public on Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in Mason Hall.
The Senior Seminar cla88 along with the Criminal Justice
Honor Society, Alpha Phi Sigma, and the Criminal Justice
Association, Lambda Alpha Epsilon, will present a panel
discussion titled, "The Due Process Model vs. the Crime Control
Model of Law." Topics in the discussion will include use of
deadly force, capital punishment, the insanity plea,
exclusionary rule, and the prison system as seen through each
modeL The audience may ask questions following the panel
discussion.

Physics Parents Day
Parent~· Day in the department of physics and astronomy will
be he lti Saturday. Activities will begin at 1 p.m. on the first floor
of Blackburn Science Building. Students in the department will
give t.ours of the facilities and demonstrations in the
lahoratories.
Following the open house, at 5:30p.m. a banquetis planned at
Western Sizzlin' Steakhouse. The Murray State University
chapter of Sigma Pi Sigma honor society will initiate new
members at the banquet.

IRS deadline

-

Monday is the deadline to file income tax returns with the
Internal Revenue Service. All returns must be postmarked by
midnight Monday.
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Pan hellenic discontent with Woods Hall move
By JAMES ROBERSON
Reporter

Members ofPanhellenic are
unhappy about the possibility
of moving into Woods Hall;
they say they have been given
no other options, though.
Kim Graves, preeident of
Panhellenic, said they had
planned to move into Resents,
but w&re told that costa would
be too high.
"Right now one of our main
concema is the coat," abe said,
"The cost that any of this
(renovation)entailsisgoingto
come out of our dues." In
addition to the renovation
coats, each sorority will be
charged $3,315 a year in
dormitory rent.
A dorm wing is considered
theonlyaltemativebecauaeof
a National Panhellenic
C o n f e r en c e h o u s i n 1r
agreement signed by all of the
sororities' national presidents
states that no sorority may
moveoffcampus. They agreed
to this in order to keep all six
sororities on an equal basis in
housing arrangements.
Graves said Panhellenic
does not want to upset the
atmosphere at Woods. "I
understand how they
(residents) feel."
According to Tal Fannin,
director of the Physical Plant,
co'st estimates for the
renovation of both Regents
and Woods were submitted,

upon request, to the vice latest option, a Woods Hall
president of student wing renovation, has been
development, Dr. Frank seen as a possible compromiae.
Julian. Fisurea for the "In all the corresponding that
renovation of a Woods Hall 1 had with Frank Julian and
~ wing were about $9,000 per
Chuck Hulick, Chuck Hulick
sorority. This figure includes refused to allow the sororities
an additional $1,000 for dwyer to consider Regents as an
units but not the extra $2,000 option," she said.
for the hallway.
Garland said she shares
He said the wing is President Kala Stroup's
conducive to the use of more concern for movins the
than the six existing sororities out of Swann Hall
sororities. "I think they're but added the sororities have
going to make provisions for not decided to move into
seven of them (sororities)," Woods Hall. "We have not
said Fannin.
signed any documents at this
He also said outside labor
would increase the cost. "If we
See PANHELLENIC
go outside and have it
Page6
contracted out you're looking
at about 30 to 40 percent more
coat on top of that."
NEED TYPING DONE?
Specialize In .......... letletl
Fannin said working
ot applte.uon. term/r-rch
drawings to be submitted to a
pipet"~ , Maater'a ,,_.. WO<il
contraetorarebeingmade,but
GutrantMd o-rnghtMtVIce
administrative officials have
•~allabte on moonjobt.
given him "no word to go on it
JUDY'S TYPING SERVICE
753-1831
(renovation).''
Over the past ten years,
other proposals to move the
START YOlJR CAREER
sororities from the now !NOW. Earn mone) and work
condemned Swann Hall have on Fortum· 500 Companies'
been submitted to
marketing programs on
administrative officials. All campua. Part-time (rle~ible)
but the Woods Hall proposal hourM eal"h week. We ~i'e
have been turned down.
rei ere n t• e s . C a 1 1
Carmen Gar 1 and, 1·800-243-6679.
admissions counselor and
advisor to Alpha Omicron Pi, h It True You Can Buy
said the sororities and the Jcep!i for S·14 through the
administration have U.S. go\ernment? Get the
considered several options factt~today! Call 1-312-742over the past ten years. The ~.-_ _;;.;
ll;...;4..;:2....;E:::x:..:t~
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The biggest pre-season selection
Extra styles brought in just for this event
Save on your selection today!

~~---~

Pre-registration
Pre-regist~ation for the fall semester begins Monday. Seniors
A-Z may ~eg~eter on that day. Juniors A-L register on Tuesday.
M-Z register Wednesday. Sophomores A-L may register
Thursda.y. Sophomores M·Z will register on Friday. Freshmen
may regJ.ster the following week.
. Trial schedules are available from academic advisors.
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On sale thru April 21
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"No, seriously ... I'd like to have you for
dinner some night."

Chestnut Hilla Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone 759-4080
Office Phone 759-1480
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Museum renovation set
for early fall by trustees
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

For the first time since it
chose M urray State
University aa the site for the
National Museum of the Boy
Scouts of America the
museum's board of trustees
met Wed nes i:lay in the
Tennesaee Room of the Cu.rria
Center.
Dr. Kala Stroup, University
president, presided over the
business meeting which
concluded a full day of
activities for the board
members, including a tour of
the• Old Student Center, the
museum's future site.
The board's main concern
was collecting the remaining
$3.5 million of the $6 million
required to open the museum.

SUMMER BlJSINESS CLASSES
IN

SPAIN
t:OST: 8 1525

The $3.5 million will be used to plans for diP~laying the
operate the museum; the $2.5 museum collection at the
million already raised will be Wrather West Kentucky
Museum beginning this May.
used for renovation.
Board mem ber F rank
William Gay, Kingwood, Tex.,
said, "We've raiaed funds for
the dream, it's time to raise
funds for the realitv."
The museum is scheduled to
open in May of 1986, with
construction to begin early
thia fall.

The board, made up of six
members appointed by
Murray State, and six
members appointed by the
Boy Scouts of,.Arilerica, plans
to take a national strategy for
raiaing the remaining sum of
money.

Dr. Stroup said the museum
Darwin Kelsey, museum will benefit the University. "It
director, and Michael Sand, will give Murray State another
consultant, presented the unique function," she said.
preliminary platns for the
The museum wiU also serve
museum. Sand showed a
videotape with examples of as another employment
activities the museum will possibilty for MSU students,
according to Kelsey's report,
include when opened.
the museum will hire students
Kelsey and Sand discussed as employees.

l ntludt't:
• 5 wMka in M•drld. Sp.tln (J une 30 · Augual S, 1985).
• Round·lrip 8ir faN' to M•drid.
• Tuition (3-9 ho urt c:rt"dh, choose from 2 bu~lnf"al eouru"
8nd 6 1peni1h langu8~t' 8nd C"UJIU N' COUrlt'l).
• Room • nd board (3 mt'•l• • d•y).
• W«kend t"xcunionA •nd cuhural t"\t'DU.
• (ntt"nu~lional aludul J.D.
To n<llt'r'l't" )'Our epot. eonl8c:t:
Dr. FN"d Mlllt"r
~pl. or mgt. 4 mkl.
.Murray St81t' Univ.
762-6202

If you're not advertising
to MSU students,
you're losing money.
Depending on your business,
you could be losing over $4 million
m sales every acacemic year• if
you're not reaching the student
market.
The best way to reach MSU
students is to advertise in Tile
Murray S tate New•. Every
week Tlte Murray S tate
New•
reaches over 7,000
students. No other area medium
can deliver as large a target
market at as low a cost.
Take advantage of the potential
available in the college market.
Contact your Murray S tate

Traditional schedule returns;
classes start Monday, Aug. 26
Classes for the 1985·86
academic year will begin on
Monday, August 26.
Frank Julian, vice president
of student development, said
the decision to retum to the
traditional school calendar
was made because ofthe many
problems caused by last year's
calendar.
Last year's calendar caused
problems for faculty as well as
students. Many students
complained that there was not
enough time to move out of the
dormitories, and they returned

home too close to Christmas
day. Complaints were also
made because grades were
received much later than
usual.
Faculty members who had
Thursday final exams were
required to correct their exams
and tum them in the next day.
Dormitories are scheduled to
open for the fall semester on
Tuesday, August 20 at noon.
Late registration Will be
Thursday and Friday, August
22 and 23. Julian said there
will be weekend activities on

Saturday and Sunday.
Julian said the Board of
Regents considered making
the Thanksgiving holiday
longer but were unable to. "H
we made the Thanksgiving
vacation longer, we would
have to start the school year
earlier because we are already
in school the minimum
number of days an accredited
school is allowed,'' Julian
said.
Julian also said he hopes the
new school opening
encourages many students to
pre-register for classes.

New• Sale• repre• entative

~ SENIORS!!

~
Blenkcts end:
Comforten

GET THE LATEST IN VIDEOS!
MSU GRADUATION '85
YOU CAN HAVE YOUR OWN TAPE
OF THAT MEMORABLE DAY
Simply fill out the coupon
below and bring or send It
to 804 Fine Arts with
cash, check, or money order
for the amount of tapes
desired. Make checks
payable to MSU-TV.

One HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
Mon. -Sat.
7 a.m. -8 p.m.
Cloled Sunday
phone 753-9525

~

oY

$20EACH

Name:___________ ..
Mailing addreu_ _ _ _ _ _--11
after graduation: · - - - - - -...
Campu• phone: How many: __V.":'!H
:-:-s=-_-:..._
- _-:8=-e-:t-a--...
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College rule
To the Editor:
Over the course of the last few weeks,
much has been written and said about
the upcoming wet/dry election. One
recurring argument, however, attacks
the very heart of our country, the
veritable pillars of the institution that
is the United States. That argument is
the one that states we, as university
students and not " full-time residents"
do not have the right to vote in local
elections.
The question is purely academic. The
courts have repeatedly ruled in favor of
the students' right to vote. In New
York, North Carolina and, close at
home in Tennessee, federal courts have
said students may vote in their college
community. But the fact that so many
people still cling to the old view
warrants a response to it.
AB students in Murray we have a
great interest in the outcome of local
elections. We pay sales taxes when we
patronize local businesses, and if we
live off campus, our rent is affected by

local property taxes, and the quality of
off-campus housing is determined by
l ocal ordinances a n d their
administration an d enforcement. No
one who recognizes these facts can
deny that we, as students, have a stake
in local and state elections.
And what of the argument thatsince
we'll only be here four years (the actual
statistic is somewhat closer to five
years), we shouldn't be given the right
to alter the community for those who
will be here longer. Do the adherents of
this argument propose that everyone
registering to vote will be required to
sign a statement of interest to remain
in the community for some specific
period of time?

As students we do have the right to
vote in local elections, legally and
morally. In fact, some might term it
more than a right, but a responsibility,
not only to ourselve.s, but to those
students who follow.
Each and every student must go to

J ust like in real life, prospective
SGA politicians try to impress as
many people as possible in the
shortest time. Often they opt to
promise what they consider "new''
ideas. And just like generation
upon generation before them, they
will soon realize wh at huge
obstacles will get in the way of the
ideal progress which they aspire to
reach.
Candidates- and voters - h ave
to keep in mind that they will have

a new load of classes next semester
and, after all, they are here to get
an education. There is no way a
candidate can fulfill every
promise, even if he says so.

We think a candidate should be
picked from his qualifications but
voters should realize that students,
even with a title as fine as
President and years of experience
on various committees, don't have
all that much pull even if they are
dealing with student issues.
No matter h ow eloquent a
candidate is, h e still couldn't cater
to all the students who would be
affected by his platform plank.
This doesn't mean it is not
worthwhile to vote, but one should
add a grain of salt to the
can didates' speeches. And the
student's voting should reflect the
single most sensible thing a
candidate says he has to offer.

the polls in two weeks to register our is in an attempt to have our political
vote on the end of prohibition in voice heard, as the :very principles of
Murray and then be sure to vote in tbe our nation so dictate we must.
local primary in May. In no way is this
so that as students we can "take over
Willis Davis
the town." I know of no community
Senior
that is "ruled" by college students; but
Clarksville, Tenn.

Worldly cultures need promotion
A favorite "Doonesbury"
comic strip ot· mine from
several years back depicts a
young man , obviously
Oriental, enjoying a meal at a
restaurant. An American
friend bounds up to join him
and asks him what is it he's
eating. "Sukiyaki," he replies.
"Wonderful!" his American
friend enthuses, "I just love
Chinese food!" Somewhat
frustrated, the young man
corrects him: "Japanese!
Sukiyaki is Japanese, not
Chinese." The cartoon ends as
the unfazed American shrugs,
"Chinese, Japanese- what's
the difference?"
Certainly to the millions of
Chinese and Japanese
peoples, there is a very big
difference. Garry Trudeau's
comic strip character
iUustrates an ignorance of
world cultures that is,
unfortunately, all too typical
of many Americans.
AB college students, most of
you can't be equated with the
fictional fellow American in

the restaurant. But beyond
that, how "internationally
aware'' are you? How much do
you know about world
geograph y or about the
patterns of interdependence of
nations? Have you given any
thought to the similarities of
the world's many religions?
Can you identify inportant
world leaders?
I ask you to consider your
degree of international
awareness because of two
upcoming campus events. On
Monday, April 15, Murray
State is sponsoring
International Awareness Day
to promote an interest and
appreciation of the world's
cultures. During the day from
10 to 2 you are invited to stop
along the main concourse of
the Currie Center to visit
booths, displays, slide
programs and cultural
exhibits by MSU
international students and
faculty.
International Awareness
Oay will actually be kicked off

First
Person
Jane
Conzett
a day earlier on Sunday.
The MSU International
Student Organization is busy
planning for an international
buffet that will feature a
variety of foods from around
the world, musical
entertainment and cultural
displays.
I urge you to take some time
out of your busy spring
schedules to participate in and
support both of these events if
you possibly can.
Both events are intended to
serve only as a springboard to
your heightened awareness
and curiosity about
international issues. Even if
you remain in Western
Kentucky for the rest of your
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'
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lives, you cannot escape the
fact that you now live in a
global age,
Economically, politically
and personally, our globe is a
system. Whether you are
aware of it or not, your life is
touched daily by the
r e 1a t i o n s h i p
a n d
interdependence of the U.S.
with other countries. The
young generation faces an
almost incomprehensible
growth of our planet in terms
of population and resources.
How can you become more
internationally aware? You
can start right now at MSU.
You don't have to be a foreign
language major or specialize
in international studies. If you
major in physics, agriculture
or math- almost any major
- your field would not exist
today without the
contributions of foreign
scholars.
Learn about these
individuals. If you can, take
an opportunity to get to know
some of MSU ' s 97

international students this
semester who come from 34
different countries. Not only
will you meet some very
interesting people, but you
may learn something about
the culture and values these
.students hold as a result of
their heritage.
International awareness is
also achieved through many
different kinds of experiences
and also at many levels from a very basic level to total
cross-cultural immersion .
Next week's International
Awareness events are at a
basic level, but they are
intended to be a starting point,
to increase your interest, to
arouse your curiosity and
remind you that you are not
only a citizen of Kentucky.
You are a citizen of the world.
· - - - - - - - - - --

Our guest columnist
Jane Conzettis Foreign Student
adviser and coordinator of the
Center for International
Programs.
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Murray vs. New York
Calloway and Graves counties are
like adults. Let people use their
To the Editor:
the lands that time forgot.
I attended MSU for three years and freedom of choice.
The Good Book morally refers to the
learned much about life. Since being
Don't the religious people have any
home in New York, I have thought faith in themselves? Do they oppose fact to do unto others as you would like
extensively about Murray and the the sale of alcohol because of fears of them do unto you. If Calloway and
Graves counties had a majority of
values the community has.
their own temptations? .
atheists,
would you head-strong
New York, which has only within
I don't know. All I do know is that the
recent years changed ita drinking age concept is wrong, backwards and believers enjoy having to drive to
Puryear and Paducah just to be
from 18 to 19 years of age, is not narrow-minded.
allowed to open up the Bible in peace. •
deteriorating because of our easy
I have only to laugh when I think of
Bad analogy, you say, maybe, but
. access to alcohol. In fact, without the the restrictions the congregations feel
constant hassle of obtaining liquor, they are placing on everyone else, yet I whycan'twetreattheadultsofsociety
as such, rather than dictating over
unlike Murray, the desire disappears.
know for a fact of members who make them what their values should be.
Come on, Murray, let's enter the the weekly pilgrimage to the Paducah
·
John Patrick Taylor
twentieth century. Let's treat adults distributors themselves.
Avoca, N.Y.
-----------------------------------------~--

~wet'

advantages

To the Editor:
The The Murray Lt>dger & Times and
The Murray State News should be
applauded for what appears to be an
equal presentation of both sides of the
wet! dry issue.
I heard a comment the other day that
went something like this: Murray's a
nice tl'lwn the· way it is - I want it to
•tay that way.
Do we seriously believe that Murray
will all the sudden not be a nice place to
live merely because we sell such
commodities as beer and wine? C'mon
Murray residents - give yourselves
more credit than that. It would be a sad
thing indeed if it was just liquor sales
alone that kept Murray from being a
great place to reside and raise a family
or g(\ to school. I truly believe that we
are in little danger of becoming the
blt.t..Y, neon-lit cesspool of decadence
and debauchery that the Pro-Dry team
claims we'll become.
First of all, proper zoning wouldn't
"permit it - we have way too much
class for that to happen. Don't cast an
imaginary evil over our town. The evil
is not in bringing li'quor sales to our
town. The evil is in the attitudes of the
Pro-Dry team who think they can make
the decision for all of us. They cannot.
Students! Register to vote! Vote
because you can. Vote because your
ballot can make the difference in this
election. Vote for any friend or
acquaintan c e who's been
unnecessarily hassled by " Henry
County's Finest." Vote to keep the
money in our town instead of Paris or
Paducah. Vote so you don't have to

drive all that way there and back. Vote
for Kentucky prices (they're cheaper,
you know). Vote to decrease the chance
of one or more of our studen~ losing
their lives in an accident after a night's
looning in Tennessee.
Go to the SGA office today and
register. Make the difference.

1 strongly urge all citizens, students
and pennanent residents alike, for or
against, to vote their hearts on April
23.
Bryan Bartlett
Junior
Murray

Alcohol fiasco
To the Editor:
This wet/ dry fiasco on in Murray
right now is really frustrating me in a
'major way. For example, on Page one
of last week's News, (Sides proclaim
similar mission, AprilS, 1985), Dr. Tom
Green, co-chairman of the
Murray/ Calloway County Dry league,
stated, "We (the Dry League) want to
avoid emotionalism and look at the
facts ...the decision should be based on
facts." Then what did I see on Page
seven but a half-page ad (paid for in
part by Dr. Green) that proclaimed,
"MY BABY IS DEAD!"
This advertisement for the Dry
League showed a totalled car and told
about an unfortunate young woman

who lost her unborn child and the use
of her legs because of a drunk driver in
Clarksville, Tenn. While I deeply
sympathize with Becky Thompson, my
point is this: If this ad was not a
blatant and explicit appeal to
emotionalism, exactly what is it?
The students of Murray State are
bright and informed individuals and it
is an insult to our intelligence to think
that we cannot spot such hypocrisies.
We are capable of making responsible,
adult decisions, and we will take a
stand on April 23.
Tracy Walker
Junior
Paducah

The Murray State News is an official publication of Murray State IJniversity
published weekly on Fridays except durlni theaummer and holidays. It is procured by a
staff supervised by adviser Bill Bartleman.
Letters to the editor ahould be submitted no later than 5 p.m. Monday prior to Friday's
publication. Letters should be signed by the author and include phone number,
clasaification and address.
Changes of addre.a and other items concerning mailing should be sent to Director of
Alumni Affairs, 420 Sparks Hall, Murray, Ky. 42071.

To the Editor:
The wet/dry issuea are much the
same now as they were in our last
special election for legalizing alcohol
beverage sales. Therefore, neither side
can justify saying, "there they go
again." Excerpts taken from my Letter
to the Editor of The Murray Ledger &
TitMs prior to the 1971 election are
included below. My position has not
changed since then, nor has that of
most taxpayers in this area, although
the county citizens will not be allowed
to express their views this time.
"Yes, if we want to keep Calloway
County a dry county. if we want to
defeat the legalization of the sale of
alcohol in our city, we must stand
united.
" ...There are many people with the
negative attitude that this time the sale
of alcohol will be made legal. The fact
is that the City of Murray and
Calloway County is now a legally dry
one and anything worth having and
keeping is still worth fighting for. Will
you be at the polls on .... I hope so, for to
me, no vote at all is as good as a yes
vote. If you do not show that you are
against something, then most people
will think you are for it and I believe
that this group is still a minority in
Murray. "
Alcohol usaji!e affects everyone. The
money spent to hold this election would
have been better used buying food for
the African hunger campaign, for
instance. The "wets" state we will
improve our economy by selling
alcohol; but the money spent on
alcohol would have been spent on food,
better housing, soft drinks, movies and
microwaves. Students, especially, can
only shift their priorities when it comes
to spending dollars; therefore, how can
these sales generate revenues for our
city which will have to spend more for
ambulance services, police and fire
protection?
In the Myth #1 advertisement The
Murray State News on Apri1 5, 1985, we
were informed that "State law requires
the appointment of a City Alcoholic
Beverage Control Administrator who
is responsible for reviewin'g all
applications for licenses.... "
The Murray area has chosen in the
past to remain legally dry, so let's
"carry that 1971 tune" and by voting
against this issue on April 23, 1985 win again. Thank you.
Dottie McCuiston
Senior
Murray

·Emotionalism alive
To the Editor:
selling to them. With the drinking age
I was amazed to read of at 21, they will not have many friends
Murray/ Calloway County Dry League in high school who can buy it for them.
co-chairman Dr. Tom Green's desire to
I feel that ifyou want to reduce drunk
"avoid emotionalism and look at the driving, you should vote "wet."
facts, " on the first page of The Murray Drinking and driving can and should
State News (Sides proclaim similar be separate activities. This separation
mission, AprilS, 1985), and to then see can be facilitated by placing drinking
his name signed to the tastelessly establishments within walking
emotional " My Baby is Dead!" distance. While at St. Francis College
advertisement on Page 7. I have been in Loretto, Pa. I did not own a car, but
prompted by this hypocrisy to share was a local patron of the town tavern,
not what I claim to be facts , but my which was in walking distance of the
own views on the wet/dry vote.
campus. \WlilelivinginFranklin Hall,
I feel that those parents concerned I did walk to the fraternity houses on
about their high school children's Main Street. I would drive to the Dairy
potential access to alcohol should vote Queen, but would not drive when I
" wet." Your children know the knew I would be drinking.
bootleggers, who will sell to anyone. In
If you want to improve the social
a wet Murray, your children would be atmosphere ofMurray, you should vote
forced to deal with an honest merchant "wet." Taverns are a social tradition
who would lose his business if caught dating back to our European roots. I do

not go to a tavern just for the alcohol. it
would be much less expensive to buy a
six pack and sit at home. I go for the
conversation and companionship,
which I find more enjoyable when
combined with the relaxing effect of a
few beers. I regTet that I cannot leave a
night class and stroll to a campus pub
to relax with and enjoy the friendship
of my classmates. What we have now
in Murray is a system of illegal, elite
drinking clubs, rather than the
democratic gathering places for all
citizens which would be provided with
public taverns.
"Drinkers" living in major
surrounding towns outside of
Calloway County, such as Mayfield,
Benton, Paris and Cadiz are about as
close, if not closer to presently wet
cities, such as Paducah and
Hopkinsville, as they {lre to Murray. I

do not see why someone who has
already established friends and social
patterns in the other wet cities would
suddenly change their habits and drive
the same distance in the other
direction, just because Murray was
"wet."
Unfortunately, I will be leaving
Murray in May to begin a new job. But
I have registered and will vote. Though
I will not be here to be affected by the
outcome of this election, I feel an
obligation to those who will take my
place in the University community to
examine the issue, and to vote as I
believe they would want me to. I urge
each Murray State student and each
citizen of Murray to do the same.
Joseph J . Snack III
Graduate Teaching Assistant
College of Business and Public Affairs
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continued from Paga 1
Law enforcement is another
open can of worms in the
wet/dry debate.
The Murrey/ Calloway
County Dry League predicta
significant increases in
alcohol -related crime if
Murray becomes wet, and the
Committee for Legal Control
of Al co hol b e liev e s
enforcement of liquor laws
would be easier because the
laws would be more specific.
Police Chief Jerry Lee said,
if the city goes wet, he would
expect to add personnel, but he
has no estimate of how many
extra people.
"There would be a little
increase in terms of what we'll
have to contend with," Lee
said. "We'll probably need
some more help, but there will
be a tax of up to 5 percent
available to pay for that."

Ellis estimates the city
would need to add about five or
six officers to the police force.
" Russellville added three
policemen and they're about
half the size of Murray," the
mayor said.
As for the city having better
control of alcohol in the
community, Ellis believes if
Murray elects to be wet the
state would exercise more
control over liquor licenses
than the city.
"I would appoint an alcohol
administrator locally," he
said, "but he would just sell
licenses to who the state tells
him to. The state statutes give
the state the main control."
If the voters decide to keep
Murray dry, however, local
officials predict little change
in the strength of enforcement
of prohibition laws.
County Attorney Max

Park er said , "I have
prosecuted and won every
bootlegging cue that has been
brought to me and I will
continue to do that."
He said he "can'tjustgo in a
bust the door down" at a place
where he suspects illegal
alcohol sales, but he must wait
until the evidence ie brought to
him before he can prosecute
offenders.
Lee believes the police are
doing about all they can to
enforce the dry laws and that
the only change might be a
slight increase in the number
of complaints brought before
the grand jury.
Ellie said, "I guess there
might be some more efforts
toward enforcement, but I
think the laws are enforced ae
the public wants them to be."

Yellowstone National Park & The Grana Tetons

DESCRIPTION: Hiking and camping in the
spectacular scenery in the
Western Rockies.
DATE: May 17 -26
COST: $195
SIGN UP DATE: Deadline May 10
TRIP LEADER: Larry Wood
PHONE: 762-3824 or 762-61 19
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 15
OTHER: Transportation, camping fees and
food.

Pan
, hellenic-------Continued from Page 2

point...we have not selected
anyth i ng as far as
furnishings , light fixtures and
that sort of thing," she said.
Some Woods Hall residents
said they would leave the dorm
in protest if the sororities were
to move in. Anita Gilbert,
Louisville, said she has lived
in Woods Hall for several
semesters. "I feel strongly
enough about them (sororities)
moving in that if they do I
would move out," she said.
" I feel that the basis of
Woods Hall as a whole will be

destroyed by sororities
moving in," said Gwen Lerch,
a sophomore from Waterloo,
Ill. Brian Cowell, a freshman
from Louisville, said be could
not underatand why the
sororities might move in
Woods. "It seems like they
(sororities) would be pushing
us out," he said, "because
there are a lot of people who
want to get in here."
"I don'tlikeit," said Annette
Craycroft, Louisville, "having
a sorority here is just bringing
it (the atmosphere) down."

Nine-out of the 12 UCB chairmen
in the programming branch of the
SGA endorse WILLIS DAVIS for
SGA President
Michael Hardin
Minority Awareness
Chairr:nan
Sam Kennedy
Movie Chairman

Tracy Brooks
Miss MSU Chairman

Gela Barret
Publicity Chairman

Whitney Taylor
Crafts Chairman

Bart Washer
Concert Chairman

Tom Brandstetter
Sound and Lights
Chairman
Marcia Cunningham
Special Events
Chairman
David Mercer
Publicity Chairman

The campaign goes to
David Letterman Monday night.
Be sure to watch all the show!

Paid for by candidate
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Continued from Page 1
if the president meets
eligibility requirements.
Kup c hella sa i d the
president's job as chainnan of
the student senate "is notsuch
an awe-inspiring deal," and
handling both jobs would not
be unreasonable.
Kupchella said that keeping
the jobs together is important
for the students as well. "I
believe the students can best
be represented by concisely
and simply being represented
by one voice both the SGA
President and on the
University Board of Regents! '
Kupchella also criticized the
SGA's involvement in local
<>ption elections. "The student
government has no business
directly or indirectly involving
themselves in taking sides of
the wet/ dry forcea," he said.
Davis noted his
involvement in the largest
voter registration drive in
Murray State's history but did
not comment on the wet/dry
issue. Davis has served as an
organizer of the Committee for
Legal Control of Alcohol in
Murray.
Concerning the possibility
of sorority suite.e being placed
in Woods Hall, Kupchella said
if both sides were not in favor
of the move, "I couldn't back
something like that up."
Hill is a supporter of
increased student
involvement in SGA. "We
haven't had as much
involvement in the past and
it's a perfect time to do it". He
supports the accessibility of
University officials to student
concerns.
Heinz said the SGA needs
"to c reat e equal
representation for all students
on campus, particularly those
who have been alienated and
non-represented in the past."
Heinz proposed once-a·
month
lunchtime
con versa tiona between
President Kala M. Stroup and
certain students representing
specific groups in an effort to
increase understanding and
communication.
A new commuter parking lot
would be one of Heinz's
projects. He also said there
was a need for a more complete
honor code to "protect the
students who are making an
honest academic effort."
Kupchella discussed the
possible federal cuts in
financial aid which could
amount to $3 million. He said
stud e nt government
presidents from acroBB the
state will be lobbying at the
state level to try to find ways to
"cushion the blow of these
cuts." The main course of

action would be to try to keep
the costs of tuitiOn, room and
board down for college
students.
Using what he calls a
"common sense approach for
student government , "
Kupchella would like to make
computers more accessible in
different areas on campua.
" It's a very real possibility for
putting a computer room in
this building (the Curris
Center) for next year."
Both Heinz and Kupchella
said there was a need for
revising the current academic
adviaing system. Kupchella
suggested written adviser
evaluations.
" Research, preparation ,
presentation - that's what it
takes to get things through the
University administration,"
Davis said. He propoaee the
appointment of a Student
Defender who would know and
understand the academic
honesty policy and work with
the Judicial Board on such
matters.
Davis said the defender
would be responsible for
distributing a handbook of
students rights to incoming
freshmen.
Davis is a proponent of a 24hour co-educational study
areas in the north donn area
and in the area of Woods,
Regents and White halls.
All of the presidential
candidates voiced a concern
for revised meal planning.
Davis and Heinz proposed a
" commuter" (5-l) meal ticket
and Kupchella said he would
explore the possibility of using
the meal tickets in The Stables
and the Thoroughbred Room.
The vice pre.ident of SGA
will serve as the president of
the University Center Board,
responsible for programs such
as movies, concerts, lectures
and coffeehouses. All of the
vice presidential candidates
said there is a need for more
student involvement in the
UCB.
Lynda Jo Byrd, Fulton,
candidate for vice president
said "I'd like to see the vice
president involved with all the
committees."
Jim Henson, Murray, said
communication between
students could be achieved by
having representatives of
certain student groups attend
UCB meetings. He would also
like to see an agenda of UCB
activities be more accessible to
students than What's Shakin ',
the UCB newsletter, is
presently.
Steve Priest, of Mt. Cannel,
m. said although he thought
the UCB was doing a
commendable job, " SGA

officers work only for what
they want to get through."
Priest would like to extend
the hours of the Curris Center,
and publicize the Premiere
Video program of the UCB.
To extend the reach of the
UCB, Priest proposes to
appoint representatives of
groups such as the
Panhellenic Council, the
Interfraternity Council, the
athletic department, religious
organizations and married
housing to the UCB to provide
input.
Dru Thomas, Mayfield, said
she would like to "cover all
bases," in the UCB.
"We need to draw more
people." She believes the
University ia not making full
use of the Currie Center. "This
building is aupposed to be the
living room of the campus."
Thomas would like to
investigate other options to
the sororities instead of
moving to Woods Hall. She
expreued the need for housing
on campus for students
returning to school after
rearing children, or divorce.
The forum, sponsored by
The Murray State News and
The Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi,
drew about 50 people.
Bill Hoffman, Louisville,
running for SGA secretary,
said he would like to "increase
awareness and parlicipation
forSGA."
Rob Parrott, Cairo lll., a
candidate for secretary, has
been chairman of the
Interfraternity Council for two
years and has been an SGA
senator-at-large. He was R1so a
member of the · academic
honesty committee.
The last
sec retarial
candidate is Whitney Taylor,
Murray. Taylor said her
experience as aecretary of the
University Center Board
would be imperative for the
SGA position.
Ronald "Skip" Harrison,
Cincinnati, Ohio, said his
experience as treasurer in the
Interfraternity Council and
chairman of the Finance
Committee are indicators of
his Qualifications forth~ SGA

\, ) ., .""'' .' "'r 900 Coldwater Road, Murray
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759-4577

Quality used children's
clothing, toys,and
Nursery
equipment.
Buying and SeUing.

Mon.-Sat. 9-4

Clarification

THE SLACKS

George Panagos,
Owensboro, was identified in a
story in the March 29 issue of
The Murray State News as
president of the Woods Hall
council.
Panagos is treasurer for the
hall council. Robin
Winternheimer of
McLeansboro, Ill. is president
of the organization.

••the right aladuo far the
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DONUT SHACK
We haue a complete selection
of pastry to satisfy your sweet tooth.
Also come enjoy a
esh hot ~reakfast or lun:Ah
.
Hours. 4 a.m.· 5 p.m.

J"" Clleet11•t

Jacky Howlett
for

SGA
Qualifications:
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treasurer position.
Tammy Hollander ,
Evansville Ind., became
involved in SGA through the
UCB concert committee and is
now a senator-at-large. She is
presently the treasurerof the
Panhellenic Council.
Scott Ralls, Benton, m..said
the practical experience he haa
obtained by operating and
keeping books at his own
restaurant qualifies him for
the job. He is also a student
ambassador and treasurer for
his fraternity.
Jacky
Howlett ,
Shepherdsville, the fourth
candidate and business major,
also has treasury experience
in a fraternity. He was also
treasurer for the 1985
production of " Campus
Lights."
Chuck Tandy, Princeton, is
also a candidate for ~urer.

Treasurer

-Accounting

Major-Familiar with accounting
principals used by SGA. ·
.f~'Campus Lights" Treasurer-in charge of Budgeting
and Finance
-Former treasurer Phi Mu Alpha Professional Music
Fraternity.
Paid for by Committee to elect Jacky Howlett
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THE FACTS ABOUT
''MYTH #1''
The "wet league" recently advertised that Murray can have ordinances that control alcohoJ.
sales. Ordinances are fine, but they're not always upheld in court or acknowledged by the
Alcohol Beverage Control Board, told us:
"A city can pass any ordinance it wants to. But this Board acts on State
statutes, and we can order the license issued, regardless of the ordinance."
For example, Shelbyville, Ky., has an ordinance stating that liquor stores can be located
only in a specific part of town. A liquor store owner took the city to court and won, and now
there are liquor stores "spread all over", Mayor Neal Hackworth told us.
Example #2: There is a Kentucky statute (K.RS 243.220) that denies alcohol licenses to
premises within 200 feet of a church or school if the church or school objects. A city ordinance
can even require the written pennission of the church or school before the license is iRsuP.d.
However, the Central Baptist Church of Winchester, Ky., discovered that their objections
fell on deaf ears. A close-by SuperAmerica store requested a beer license; the church vigorously
objected; but the state ABC baord issued the license anyway. The church has taken the issue to
court, and there's no decision as yet. However, back in December 1982, the U.S. Supreme
Court declared tht any law giving a church "veto" power over a liquor licP.nse is
unconstitutional because it violates the separation of Church and state!

Example #3: Carrollton, Ky., a fourth-class city, recently voted in favor of"liquor by the
drink." The city leaders wanted to keep "bars" and "taverns" out of their city. So they locallly
approved only restaurants for all their "liquor by the drink" licenses. State ABC
AdministrativeAssistantJudy Harrod told us: "We won't go along with them. We have special
Restaurant Drink Licenses, and that's what they should apply for. If we give all the drink
licenses to restaurants we won't have any available for bars. It's not the intent of our law to
keep out bars.,
Example #4: ABC representative Collier gave us yet another example. A quota was set by
the city of Owensboro, Ky., for the number of licenses available to alcoholic beverage
distributors. When a distributor fought the ordinance in court, he won. The city quota is now
meaningless.
In summary, the Murray City Council can adopt ordinances to "control" the sale of
alcohol. But they'll discover, along with Shelbyville, Winchester, Carrollton,
Owensboro, and others that CONTROL IS NOT IN THEIR POWER! It's in Frankfort
and Washington!

DON'T BE MISLED!
VOTE ''NO'' APRIL 23rd
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Paid for by the Murray Calloway Count Dry League.
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Student officers control
$100,000 annual budget
cloee to apendinl their money
allocated."
The UCB controls the
remaininl $81,550. Hill said
the money divicled between the
entertainment committees is
"balanced mainly on past
experience. It's obvioua that
concerts cost a lot more."

By DANNIE PRATHER
Staff Writer

Ties with friends from the
academic and social area
sometimes make the choice for
Student Government
Association officers too
simple. But the fact is, the
SGAofficeraareincontrolofa
It is not uncommon for on•
budget of more than $100,000. committee to help out another
That should make anyone accordin1 to Hill. For
think before votins in any example, he said there waa a
problem supplyins the
election.
. - - - - - - - - - - - . demand for Coffeehouses.

Other committee. save up
Hill eaid
the coat of Coft'eebouaee have
in~ to almost $1,100 for
one Dl8ht.
Hill aaid theUCBcommittee
chairmen "are more aware of
bow they're apendini the
money." He a1lo said the UCB
ia prepared to put on more
abowe than expeeted becauee
of the careful budietins done
by the chairmen. "We've 10
the money here. It's for the
students, let's spend it;" said
Hill.

IODle of their money.

news
8
analysi rITUDINTseNA:~ ~~.. ·· ··•··

The $106,000 budset is
divided between the Student
'Senate and the University
Center Board. The 1984 year
was off to a bad start for the
Senate according to SGA
Treasurer Brad Hill.
Hill said at the beirinninl of
the fall semester, SGA had
incurred a $3,500 deficit. "I
had to deal with that when I
first took office," Hill said.
Hil! was forced to•ubtracta
percentage from all the
Senate's and UCB
committees' budseta before
the year started. Despite this
lose, Hill said, "Nobody'a even

deficit IUbtrecllon)
....,._ • ••••••• • • • $7,000
L8wyer •• ••••••••• • 11,100
Memberlhlp • •• • • •• ••• $150
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UNIVER S ITY CENTE
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Homecoming/
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Minority
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Sunda\f~

April 14
International Buffet
Advance Ticket Sales ONLY
Curris Center Ballroom - 1 p.m.
~ickets: $5 Adults
MSU Students $3
Children ,,2.nduoo.rl$3

Monda\f~

April IS
Ford ~~Qreat Start Da\f~~
Cookout Winslow
~ateteria 4 p.m. - 6.15 p.m.

I
I
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I
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I
I
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The Bus BO\fS

8:oo p.m. Lovett

Tuesda\f~

April 16
The Memphis Press

I
I
I

8:00 p.m. Cutchin Field

Wednesda\f~

I

Aprill7

S, Q, A, Elections 8:3o-4:3o'p'c~;~~is center
All Campus Sing 4:3o university auad
Sixteen Candles 7:oo & 9:3o
I

C.. C. Theatre $1.25 w/ 10 $2.00 w/ o ID

Thursda\f~

April IS
Marc Weiner and the
Weinerettes 8:oop.m. stables
Student Coffeehouse 1 p.m. stables
Fridolf~

April 19
~tAII-Nighter'' - carr Health

I

Funded by Student Government Assoc:lati011
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Making the grades
may not be enough
By DEAN COSStBOOM
Assistant News Editor

In today's competitive job
market, good grades may not
be enough . Cooperative
Education and Placement
director Lynn Richard said
career related experience and
personal characteristics are
also important.
Cooperative Education and
Placement offers services
designed to help students
complement their educations
and identify job opportunities.
"You're selling a product,"
he said. "It's important to
know the things that make up
that product.''
Richard said if there is a
deficiency in any one of the
areas, employers a re going to
want to know why. "The best
thing to do is not have any
deficiencies," he said, "but
emp loyers don't expect
everyone to have 3.9 grade
point averages."
"Grades are as important or
more important than they
haveeverbeen,"Richardsaid.
"But employers are also
lookin g at other tangible
indicators. There is a growing
emphasis on career related
experience, especially in
highly technical areas."
He said communication
skills are also important.
"Employers want students

who can communicate. I can't
emphasize en ough h ow
importan t that is to all
employers."
"Those students with better
grades wi ll be given
consideration first in the job
market overall," he said. "A
good GPA indicates maturity,
a sense of specific direction
and an interest in the subject."
However, Richa rd said
employers don't always hire
students with the beat grades.
"I've seen students with below
B averages who interview
well. They decide it's time. to
start doing something and do
well on the job."
"But the farther you get
away from a B average," he
said, "the harder it is going to
be for you."
H e said employers
sometimes consider factors
that may have affected
grades. "Things such as
having to work. Or if grades
weren't good at first but got
better , tha t m ay be
considered."
" I think that colleee
performance is a strong
indicator for a variety of
positive ch a racteristics,"
Richard said. "Grades are a
universal indicator, but they
are not the only one."
"The bottom line,'' he said,
"is that acade m ic
performance is critical in
students' abilities to sell
themselves in the job market."

TEST OUR LAB
Your color prints will be ready
in one hour.
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SHIELD
is here!

You may pick up your copy of the SHIELD by
bringing your ID to the SHIELD office between the
hours of 9:30a.m.-3:30p.m. Monday thru Friday. If
you have not paid for a copy, extras will go on sale
April 22 for $15.
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Academic honesty regulation
proposed by SGA committee JACK BROCKMAN
The Student Government
Association and Faculty
Senate have approved a plan
to promote academic honesty.
The University affairs
committee of SGA worked
with the Faculty Senate to
adopt a plan to prevent
cheating . Rob Parrott,
chairman of the committee,
said this plan was drawn up
entirely by the students
involved in SGA.
"It's really one of the most
· influential policies . that we

have come up with," said
Parrott. "It waa made by
studenta for studenta."
Willie Davis, executive
assistant to Rob Huth, SGA
preeident, saw the plan ae an
"exciting policy." He said the
policy insures specific and
concrete procedures to be
followed if a student is accused
of academic dishonesty. The
penalty will not be too severe
or unjust, he said, but it will
not be taken lightly.
The policy will be forwarded
to the Academic Council for

review.
Davie said,"We are all
hoping here at SGA that the
proposition continues to move
up the laddeJ; until it becomes a
written 'law' at Murray State.
It's just one of the areas of
student interests that SGA
suppliee for the studenta."
Parrott said he believed the
policy will definitely keep the
students from <:heating. He
sees the policy as a promotion
for honesty, not necessarily a
punishment for dishonesty.

Senator-At-Large
"Last on the ballot but ...
not least in ability."
Paid for by candidate
·-

Mississippi fiscal officer
named to vice presidency
James E. Cofer, chief fiscal
officer for the State of
:M i ss i ssippi, will be
recommended to become the
vice president for finance and
administrative services.
President Kala M. Stroup
said she will recommend Cofer
to the Board of Regents at its
April 27 meeting. He will
succeed Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp, who is retiring
June 30.
Stroup noted that almost
100 candidates applied or were
n ominated for the vice
presidency as the result of a
nationwidesearchthatbegan
last fall.
Cofer was selected, she said,
" because of his strengths in
the financial area, the depth of
his work experience with
public universities and the
amount of support that was
generated as a result of his
campus interviews."
Stroup also noted that Cofer
has served as chief fiscal
officer under two governors i.n
Mississippi.
Cofer, 35, was appointed to
his present position, which
includes responsibilities for
the development, execution
and control of a state budget of
over $3 billion, in June 1981

tradition of high academic
standards at Murray State
and the community setting
have led me to accept this
challenging position."
Cofer, whose hometown is
Jackson, Miss., earned both a
bachelor's of science and
master ' s of business
administration at Mississippi
State. He has done
postgraduate work in business
statistics, economics and
computer science.
Jemea E. Cofer

and continued in it following a
state government
reorganization in 1984.
His experience in higher
education includes four years
of on-campus experience in the
development of budgets and
on-line computer systems at
Mississippi State University
and four years as director of
finan cial analysis and
management information
with the Board of Trustees of
State Institutions of Higher
Learning in Jackson, Miss.
"Murray State University
offers my family and me the
unique opportunity to return
to the campus of a quality
institution," Cofer said. ''The

Factory Discount
Shoes
New Shipment of ladies name brand
shoe.c; in assorted styles and colors.

Only $10.95
New Shipment of mens dress shoes
Weyenberg
Freeman
American Gentleman
also
Men's Western Boots
Dingo Boots

Mon. Sat. 'i·6pm
16th & Main

GREAT SMOKEY MOUNTA INS
DESCRIPTION~ Hike and camp in the highest
mountain range in the East.
Spring Foliage at its best.
DATE: April 19- 21
COST: $37
SIGN UP DATE: Deadline T oday
TRIP LEADER: Larry Wood
PHONE: 762-3824 or 762-61 19
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 25
OTHER: C~st includes all food, equ ipment,
and t ransportation.
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Basketball team gets two,
third recruit projected
New head basketball coach
5teve Newton signed two
recruits on the first day of the
national letter-of-intent
signing period Wedneeday.
Another recruit has
announced his intention to
sign, but has yet to officially
do eo.
Don Mann, a 5-foot-10 inch
Photo by ROY MOBLEY guard and Darryl Pace, a 6foot-9 inch center, are the new
players in the Racer stable.
Murray tennl• player Bobby Montgomery preparH for a backhllnd
George Kimbrough, 6-foot-1
t hot agalntt an opponent over the weekend. The nettert tpllt four inch guard from Louisville
matchH.
Western, announced on

Backlash

l'uesday his intention to sign
with the Racers, but had not
done eo as of Wednesday.
Mann, ft"om Dyersburg,
Tenn., was a three-time
district tournament Moat
Valuable Player. He was also
selected team MVP, all-district
and all-region three times.
A consensus all-state
perfonner his junior year,
Mann was selected all-state
honorable mention this past
season. He was also named
West Tennessee Player of the
Year after his junior year.

Netters win two of three
The men's tennis team's
"We could have very easily
winning streak was halted at won both of the matches we
12 games against Memphis lost," Purcell said. However,
State University April 5, but Purcell said that he was not
the netters have won two of dissapointed with his team's
their last three matches.
play.
Bennie Purcell's Racers beat
Nor was Purcell
Middle Tennessee State disappointed in top-seed Tony
University, 7-1 and the Wretlund'e play. Wretlund, a
University of Louisville, 6-1, freshman from Sweden, won
after the 5-4 loss to Memphis. against Middle Tennessee but
The netters took another 5-4 fell to Memphis State and
lose on Sunday against Southwest Baptist.
Southwest Baptist University.
Wretlund and senior Steve
The team's overall record Massad, Murray's No. 1
stands at 22-9.
doubles team, ended their

undefeated season dropping
two matches. The pair is now
17-2.
"He's still playing really
good tennis," Purcell said.
''Those guys (Wretlund's
opponents) are really good
players. That's all there is to
it."
At the start of the season
Purcell felt that Middle
Tennessee would be the
Racers' toughest Ohio Valley
Conference foe. Purcell
cautions that MSU still has to
meet the Blue Raiders at

Middle but he still feels good
about the victory.
The Racers played Austin
Peay State University this
week and host Youngstown
State University and
Tennessee Tech University
today.
There will be little time for
rest. The team will host
Eastern Kentucky University
Saturday morning and
Morehead State University in
the afternoon. The team will
go outside the conferenceSunday when they travel to
Indiana State University.

Although touted as a point
guard, Mann has an excellent
shooting eye, shooting 61
percent form the floor and 86
percent from the free throw
line. He averaged 26 points a
game his senior year.
"Don will be a welcome
addition to our roster,''
Newton said. "Even though he
is small, we're confident his
talent will enable him to
compete succeesfully at the
Division I level. He gives our
team a double threat on the
perimeter with his ability to
hit the long jumper and to
connect on penetrating
passes."
:
Pace comes from Highland
Community College in Kansas
City, Kan., where he .was
named two-time Kansas
Region 6 Independent first
team. He averaged 19 points
and nine rebounds a contest
last year while blocking 93
shots on the season.
"Darryl marks a major step
in our efforts to rebuild our
interior. His size and shooting
ability will lessen the impact
of the graduation of Mike
Lahm and Vada Martin,"
Newton said.
''He brings co1lege
experience to our program and
we anticipate he will be of
assistance to us next year."

Cheerleaders disdain stereotype
By CHERYL KAELIN
Assistant Sports Editor

The Racer cheerleaders do
not want people to think that
they fit the stereotype of
blonde-haired, bluf'-eyed, airheaded cheerleaders. "It's
hard work and hard
concentration to make things
work,'' said Mike Young,
acting cheerleading sponsor.
Next year's cheerleaders
were chosen April 3 after a
week of clinics and drills.
Seven men and seven women
were chosen to represent the
Racers at football and
basketball games.
This year's squad is young,
with only three varsity
cheerleaders and six of the
junior varsity x-eturning.
"They're eager to learn,"
Young said. .
Young said that the junior
varsity squad had its own
style of cheering, slow and
unemotional, compared to the
varsity squad. Young said the
transition for the junior
varsity cheerleaders won't be
too hard, "it Wi,ll just take
practice."
'-

Young is acting sponsor for
the cheerleaders until the
athletic department decides
who will take over. Don
Wright, last year's
cheerleading sponsor, was
killed in an automobile
accident at the beginning of
the year.
The cheerleaders are getting
ready for camp in Memphis,
Tenn., August 12 to 16. "We
did real well last year, so
they're going to look for us to
be good this year," Young
said. Young said the motions
of each cheer must be strong
for them to look good and that
is what they will be working
on.
The cheerleaders don't want
to fit the stereotype, because
they feel cheerleading is a
sport. Lori Webb, returning
varsity cheerleader, Hid
people who don't think
cheerleading is a sport need to
•come to one of their practices
and try it for one night.
Young said cheerleading is
time consuming, a year-round
job and the competition is on a The 1115-18 CHEERLEADERS .,. aa tollowa: (Fi rat Row) Jill Jonea, Grand Rivera; Bratt Milia,
high level. The cheerleaders Frankfort; Cathy Haynea, Metropolla, Ill.; DeniM Harden, Piducah. (Second Row) Karen Caruthers,
believe they have been PaducM; VInce Smith, UUca; Suaan Dlc:klnaon, Elkton; Tim' Noel, HopklniVIIIe; Bryan Bal..rd, Anna,
overlooked aa a aport at the Ill. (Third Row) Jerry Krauae, J8Ckson, Mo.; Lort Webb, Paducah; Bill Gartbay, Evanavllle, Ind. Not
University.
Pictured: Shannon Rlchardaon, Thompaonvllle, ln. and Greg Kl rchdof1er, LouiiYIIIe.

.....
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Netter$' ris ng 'Starr,'
considered clutch player
By CHERYL KAELIN
Assistant Sports Editor

The women's tennis team
has a true "star" on the team
and she is currently the No.4
singles player.
Starr Jones, a Murray
native, has increased her rank
with the impyovement of her
iame. Jones believes her
improvement has come
because of her change in game
plan. " I'm more of a defensive
player now. Instead of being
just a hard hitter, I use my
hustle now and I've won more
(games) that way."
A senior marketing major,
Jones should graduate in
December, but if a new NCAA
rule concerning eligibility
affects her. she could stay and
play next year. The ' NCAA
rule states that if a player
plays less than 20 percent of
the team's matches in one
year, the player may play an
extra year or a total of five
years.
· The rule was applied to
men's tennis player Steve
Massad this year and he is
now l,:aying the No. 4 seed for
coach Bennie Purcell.
Jones decided to stay in
M4rray because the tennis
program was good here and
her parents thought it was a
good idea. "Mom and Dad
wanted me to go here. It's more
convenient for them," Jones

said.
Jones believes coach Connie
Keasling has helped her
improve her game. " I started
out slow, but I've improved,"
Jones said. Keasling not only
works on the team's ground
stroke&, but she stresses the
mental aspects of the game as
well . "Coach stresses half a nd

half, 'physical and mental
toughness," Jones said.
Keasling said Jones is a
consistent player that is
always there in the clutch.
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DARLA BAXTER
Senator
Fine Arts and Communication

Every Tuesday is

TACO TUESDAY
2 Crispy Tacos
For $1.19
Olfltf Good All Oay-No Coupon-No lomft

Acro81 From MSU Stadium

50°/o off pre-spring sale on
special selections for women
Also, Purses at 50°/o off
Through April 16
CHESTNUT HILLS
Starr Jones

ARTS, CRAFTS, RECREATION & TRAVEL
Books group tours such as Spring Break trip

COFFEEHOUSE
Books acts to perform In the Stables

CONCERTS
Negotiates for concerts

FILM & VIDEO
Selects, ordering and showing of movies

LECTURES
Books lecturers on topics of Interest
to students

MINORITY AWARENESS
Schedules events of Interest to
minority students
·

PRODUCTION, SOUND & LIGHTS
Works sound and lights at events

PUBLICATIONS

Edits UCB newsletters

PUBLICITY
Works with all UCB members to
publicize events

SPECIAL EVENTS/SPRING WEEK
Plans activities for events such as
Parents' Weekend and Spring Week

S..STAAA

Expresa yourself...

759-1100
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Conley named scholar-athlete,
seeks top spot in conference
By CLAY WALKER
Staff Writer

Steve Conley knows that to
be a leader, you have to lead by
example.
The captain of Murray
State's golf team has done just
that this season, being the
most consistent performer on
the Racer team.
"He's one of the top 10
players I've coached," said
coach Buddy Hewitt. "He's
very aggressive and plays welJ
under pressure!'
However, Conley does not
limit setting an example to
just the golf course. He
recently received the Ohio
Valley Conference ScholarAthlete Award, along with
five other student-athletes.
"I'm pretty happy. It is a
veryprestigiousaward.Justto
be considered for it is an honor
within itself."
Conley, a senior physical
education major, currently
has a 3.46 grade point average.
He is a member of Gamma
Beta Phi National Honor
Society.
Conley was the golf team's
Most Valuable Player for the
1982-83 season. He has betln
the team captain for the past
three seasons and has finished
in the top 10 at the OVC golf
tournament twice.
This year Conley has the
team's best average with a
74.5.

"He is a highly respected
player th roughout the OVC,"
Hewitt said of the Santa Rosa
Beach, F1a. native. "He has
ex c e 11 e n t 1e a d e r s h i p
qualities."
After this season, Conley

plans on returning to MSU to
earn his degree. He feels that
See CONLEY
Page 20
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KYLE SPURGEON
Senator-At-Large

Have you had.your spring trim yet?
OPEN: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tue.-Sat.

Steve Conley

Photo by ROY hiOBLEY

900 Coldwater Road

For appointment call 753-Q51 1 or 0513

Elect
Brad Hill
SGA President

* Presently serving as SGA treasurer
*Three years SGA experience
Chairman of UCB

·
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'Breds lose one,
look to ave play
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

The second season opened
Thursday for the 7-15
Thoroughbred baseball team,
as they opened Ohio Valley
Conference play.
Murray State visited Austin
Peay State University after
dropping a 12-7 contest
against Vanderbilt University
Tuesday at Reagan Field.
The 'Breds received a boost
with shortstop Tom Gargiulo
returning. Gargiulo, who leads
the squad with .390 batting
average, has been sidelined
two weeks with a knee injury.
Gargiulo played against
Vandy in the latter stages of
the contest, getting a pinch-hit
single.
Coach Johnny Reagan said
he is very pleased to have his
shortstop returning. " He
solidities our defense and he's
our l~ading hitter."

April12. 1986
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After the defensive play of
his squad on Tuesday, Reagan
will probably be happy to get
Gargiulo's glove back. The
'Breda committed two errors in
the top of the first, including
dropping a double play ball
which enabled the
Commodores to ~~eore three
runs.
Not that all Vandy runs
were hand outs, as the
Commodores socked three
homers. MSU matched Vandy
in round trippers with Mike
Gargiulo connecting for two
(numbers eight and nine on
the year, a nd his seventh in
the last six games) and Steve
Groehn hitting his first
collegiate home run.
Rich Gamer was the pitcher
for the ' Brede as be picked up
his fifth loss in aa many
decisions.

Patterns
for'n1r

I1fu

Our patterns of tableware are as
individual as your personality.
They set the mood and create
the atmosphere which helps to
make your house a home. We
have informal as well as formal
patterns of china, silver and
crystal for every personality
and for every budget.

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

Court Square

S.. 'BAEDS
Page20

NNIVERSARV

7.99
orig. $10
WOMEN 'S

9.99

SLICKERS
Orig. $16
WOMEN 'S

CAMP SHIRTS &
~OVEN CROP TOPS

Ong, $12

.

9.99
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Kupchella shows proven
leadership for SGA post
Presidential candidate Rick
Kupchella, Murray, will bring
much experience with him
when he makes his bid for the
top seat in Murray State•s
Student Government
Association.
Kupchella currently serves
as vice president of the
Student Government
Association. He is responsible
for researching and initiating
university policy
recommendations and shares
the administration ofa budget
of approximately $110,000
between the University Center
Board and the Student Senate.
He is also president of the
University Center Board,
chairing a student activities
board wuth a budget of more
than $80,000 earmarked for
concerts, coffeehouses,

lectures an~ other progra!lls.
The bo~ 1s al~o responstble
for ~eanng gnevances . and
makm.g recommen~attons
regarding the operations of
the Currie Center.
During the 1983-84
academic ~ear he cha~red t.he
lecturesenesofthe.Umver~tty

Center Board. Hi~ h?<>kmg
and schedule coordinating led
to . a~pearances by General
Wtlham. Westmoreland ,
author Michael Morganstern,
BobbySealeandotherfamous
speakers.
,
K u.p c h e.J 1 a s . o t ~ e,r
expenences m theumv~rstty s
student govemme~t mclude
student ~preeen~tive on the
Academtc Counctl and one of
eix senatore-at-large of the
SGA.

In addition Kupchella has
proven leadership in his
proposed career field of
broadcast journalism. This
summer he will work as an
interning reporter with
WPSD-TV in Paducah. In
previous summers he worked
in Washington, D.C. with the
Associated Press, the Voice of
America's international news
agency and national
correspondt>nt Sarah
McClendon.
Overall his
background provides a
knowledgeable and well
r 0 u n de d base for
under 8 tanding and
implementing SGA policies
and Regents actions.

VOTE
Kupchella sets
pace for SGA

1985-86
Student financial aid,
university computer facilities,
student advisers and meal
tickets will be the four target
areas of the Student
Government Association next
year, according to SGA
presidential candidate Rick
Kupchella, Murray.
Kupchella said he will work
for improvements in these
areas if be wins the top seat in
theSGAelections Wednesday.
As president he will work
with other SGA officials in
state schools across Kentucky
in a joint lobbying effort to
secure more and better forms
of aid for Murray State
students.
Students at this university
currently receive more than
$11.5 million of financial aid
of which more than $7 million
is federally funded. Officials
at Murray State estimate that
figure could be cut by almost
$3 million. That means 1100
students will be directly
affected by the cuts, with 700
of those forced to find other
sources of funds for college.
"To counter this cut in aid, I
would contribute to the
lobbying efforts to keep the
costa of attending Mu:rray
State low. This low cost is the
best possible form of financial
aid for students.
"1 would also work to urge
the state to develop and
implement specific aid
programs to help cushion the
loss offederal monies."

Another concern which
Kupchella will address is that
of limited access to computer
facilities. "As president I
would support the efforts of
MSU computer information
system officials to add
terminals to the Curria Center.
These terminals will be more
convenient for students living
in the dorms. We would also
work toward laying the
foundation for installing
computer stations in the dorm
complexes.''
Kupchella said he would
also seek changes in the
University's'student advising
system. He cited studies
showing that more than 40
percent of Murray State
students are very dissatisfied
with the present system.
"My answer to this concern
is twofold. Firat, I want to
develop an evaluation form for
student advisers so that we
can remedy any blatant
problems with individual
cases. Then we can work to set
up curriculum outlines for
each major in each college so
that students can determine
what course& they need to
graduate.
"1 think it is important to
remember that this campaign
is based on fact and common
sense. Rather than promising
things that are not feasible, I
"lave decided to concentrate on
four areas in which we can
find realistic answers to
concerns facing Murray State
students."

RICK KUPCHELLA
BRINGING STUDENT
GOVERNMENT BACK
TO ALL STUDENTS
Vote Wedaaday 8:38 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Cania Ceatu

Student regents seat makes
job of SGA president
complete
Serving as the MSU student
regent will give . SGA
presidential candidate Rick
Kupchella, Murray, an added
dimension in implementing
his policies for next year.
"It is one thing to talk about
working full-time as SGA
president and making
recommendations to the
Board of Regents," said
Kupchella.
"It is another issue
altogether to be in the room as
.1n equal voting member and
seeing your proposal
through."
There is not another
candidate running who, if he
could legally qualifY to sit on
the Board, would refuee the

paid for by candidate

offer on the grounds of being
too busy as SGA president.''
Kupchella feels quite
confident in his ability to
handle the Board of Regents
position. Having epent nearly
three years as a reporter
covering the Board's
activities, he has in effect been
paid to understand its
operations and procedures.
He noted that the practice of
serving as both student regent
and SGA president is more the
"rule" than the "exception. It
is standard procedure for the
SGA president to serve on the
Board of Regents," said
Kupchella. "There have been
one or two casee over the years
where the president has been
unable to serve as regent-it's

notan advantage. The:regents
position adds power to the
punch of student government
recommendations .
Administrators and student
bodies have found it just
makes sense for the two offices
to be together.
"The SGA president may be
able to gather student
opinions and to formulate
logical plans from these
opinions, but he can't do a
complete job unless he's able
to explain and defend those
plans as a member of the
Board of Regents."
Murray State's student
government presidents have
served aa student regents
since 1968-69, according to the
president's office.
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Golf team's slump contlnuM
with sixth-place tourney finish
T h ia year '• E a 1le
Invitational wu not friendly
to Buddy Hewitt'• plf team.
The Racen ended the
tournament in mth place out
of aven &eama.
The UnivenityofTenneuee
in Martin won the tournament
hOIIted by Morehead State
University but it took an extra
holetodoil
The Pacen were tied with
Mempbia State Univoty
with a 765 at the end of the
tournament'• final round, but

only took one playoft' hole to
MCUN the victory.
Eaetern Kentucky
Univenity ftni•hecJ tbiril with
a 760. Middle Tmr ,,.., State
Univerelty WM fovth,
followed by Autin Peay State
Univeraliy, M'IQ'r&7 ud
Uldvcait,y.
8eoU J6!le!Etlf UT-Martm.
wu the mmviclu\1 Winner
with a 188. All fOr MSU'i Mit
pller, -, didn't have one."
Hewitt aid.
~l8Ve Conl.y, however,

T•n•••Terh

We now have
Hair Clips- $1
Reg $3

~DUlled 11 . . . . WiDd the
leaderwith a1k8eDanOwly
-~ -.wt ComJeJ)t wbolhoi a

191.

The Racen hope to lulve
better luck todar and
S.turday when ..,. pW .i n
the ManhaU UniYenity
lnvitatioDal ia B~

W.Va.
MSU will be aJDGDa 21
team~, iDcbadma d.tendiDa'

champion Ohio State
lhd~. B..m& uf.cl that
08U ia the "'oddHD fawrite"
to win the toumament.

10% off1o MSU Student.

Conley-----------

One week only

Continued from , ... 17

BOLD LIQUIDATORS

next year will be the lett that
will determine whether he can
make the profeMional tour•
..Iii have to eee what a year
away from competitive 10lf
will do to me," Conley uid.

Court Square, Murray

'Breds--------~--~~~------~

•

Continued from , . . . 11
MSU will hOlt 'l'enn..,..
Tech University at Reagan
Field on Saturday for a
doubleheader. After llteppiq

GIVEBLO<D

out of the confereac:e to vi8it
the Univenit;y ofTenneeeee in
~ ou1'uelda.Y, tbe'Bnda

will return to OVC play and

Reqan Field on ThUl'ICiay,
holtiq Autin Peay State

Univenity.

aad K-100 present...

with

The Wallets

MONDAY
8p.m.

..,

~.,.

Arllat8
......... ._. .... _

-

Lovett AaditoriDID
Admission;
$2 MSU efadents w/ID
$4 General Pablic
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Blue collar Butts· still working
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

Third baaeman David Butta
has been the blue collar worker
for the Thorough bred baaeball
team.
"He's a quality player and a
main cog in the wheel, both
offensively and defensively,"
coach Johnny Reagan said.
"He's a good solid everyday
player."
The junior from Trigg
County has started every

game at third base for Murray
State this year. Batting in the
number three slot, Butta haa
quietly put together some very
solid numbers.
He is currently hitting .310
with four home runs and a
team-leading 25 runs batted
in. He also leads the team in
hits and at bats.
Not only haa his bat been
consistent, his glove has also
contributed. For e:umple, in
Tuesday's game with
Vanderbilt University, Butta
made plays on three balls hit
sharply at third which could
have easily been base hits.

These qualities helped lead
him to all-OVC honors laat
aeaaon, after hitting .343 with
10 HR and 32 RBI. Butts has
been selected to play in an
amatuer league in
Massachusetts this summer,
considered one of the finest
summer leagues in the nation.
Butta also feels that these
traits should get him drafted
in this summer's major league
free agent draft.
Butts attributes hie success
to a lot of hard work and the
tutoring of asaistant coach
Leon Wurth. "I think that we
have one of the better hitting

coaches around," Butts said.
But the third bueman is
reluctant to toot his own hom.
He seems to want to discuss
his team more.
"We're probably the beat 715 team in the country," Butts
said. He feels MSU's won-lost
record is a little deceiving,
adding that the 'Breda have
played a very strong nonconference schedule.
As Mur r ay begins
conference play, Butta feels
that the tough non-conference

competition has prepared the
'Breda better for OVC play.
Butts said that he is looking
forward to conference play.
"I've always had a pretty good
conference (aeaaon)."
Butts said he has not made a
decision about staying at
MSU in caae he is drafted. He
did say that he enjoyed
playing at Murray, enjoys the
coaching staff and his fellow
teammates. ''I don't think I
could have got a better
program for my baseball."

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Supports

KYLE

SPURGEON
S.G.A. Senator-At-Large

#1 7 on the ballot
Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

David Butta

Today Is The Last Day To
Register To Vote
In The Wet/Dry Election

-

Winslow Cafeteria
Lunch Only
Make Sure Your Voice
Is Heard
Paid for· by Citizens for Control of Alcohol
Willis Davis Co-treasurer
.
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What Happens To
DUis*When A Town
Goes Wet?
*Driving Under The Influence
Morehead, Ky. DUI Arrests
(Liquor sales began Uec. '82)
Russellville, Ky. DUI Arrests
(Liquor sales began July '83)

Dry
Jan-June 1982
49

Wet
Jan-June 1983

1980

1984
160

130

144

Russellville had a unique situation in 1981, 1982, and 198:3. Approximately 2,500 temporary
construction workers began moving into Russellville in late 1980 to build an ARCO plant
nearby. Their number peaked in 1982, and they began to leave in late 1983. The DUI's
increased as the construction workers arrived and decreased as they left (1981-182; 1982-312;
1983-206). DUI's from 1980 and 1984 are the figures that best represent the true population of
Russellville.
When Police Chief Mike Stratton showed us all these figures, he said:

"I'll tell you the same thing I told Martin Mattis, the man
reprP.senting the wet forces from Murray who was here two
weeks ago. You can't use these figures to prove that DUI goes
down when alcohol is legalized. The DUI s· fell because 2500
construction workers left town. It's my impression that DUI's
actually went up based on our real population."
What Will Happen If Murray Goes Wet?
Nobody knows for sure. But if it follows the trend of Morehead and
Russellville,DUI s will go up.

VOTE ''NO''
ON APRIL23
Paid for by the Murray Calloway Count Dry League.

Track team loses Ohio
although five wiR
Five women
In SEMOtlda

t

Saturda~

8:3<i4:~

Calf 158-8951
~e negotiable
housework,

We,

trash pick·upt

Starr----.. . .
...... a bad worlcw. I can
aJ,aya cou1tt on b.ef,'•
K•r!iq..W.
JOMII teame with felknr
MunUaativeCandyJacboD
u a doub._ parmer. which
•
hu:· done Iince hilh
ICbool. The ourr.t No. 2
double• team were the
~illtheltatecloublel

eampedloa their .nor year
ill hilb IChool.

""We play 100 perceDt beU.er
now." J'onea Mid. Jcmea aalcl
that they have learned

dlffennt ihota Iince hiP
IChool. which huhelped them
improve. "We try and talk to
each other and help each other
oat when we're oat on the
coart," JODealllid.
Jonea' •oal for thia I8UOil ia
to win at her apot in the Ohio

with

Valley Conference
tcMimaln•t. "I &biJlk I can do
IOOd. if I'm ready for it ud I
kelP my mental toqbn-.,

Jdlleauid.
Aa a t..m. Jonea belienl
Murray can win the OVC, if
they'll motivated the ..,. of
the toumament. •'It"• hard to
•• motivated everyday,..
JOIHII .aid, ••evwybody• 10&
to be nady to wiD aacl play
hard."
Jonea• fatare allo iDftlvea
telmia. For the put tbl8e
IUIIUDere, Jonea hu beea
to South Carolina to
work and play telmia at the
Bilt.on Heed Bacquet Club....
like South CaroJiaa aad the
people... Joaea laid.
After .chool, Jonea laid lhe
would like to 10 to Soath

.na.

CuoHn.ancltuchtelmiaaad
llla)'be 10meday own a teania
club.

·
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TV show to tape dance
For people wishing to appear on television looking like a rock
star, Music Visions, a campus TV music show, will tape a dance
with a dance contest at 7:30p.m . tonight.
All students are invited to participate in the live dance, which
will be in the Doyle Fine Arts sixth floor studio, which can
accommodate at least 150 people. £veryone is urged to dress like
hie favorite music artist.
Three prizes will be awarded for dancing skills. The prizes will
be a pizza, theater tickets and a gift certificate from Sunset
Boulevard.
The dance will be aired on the Music Visions show Tuesday
and next Friday at 4:30 p.m.

By MICHELE SIMMONS
Staff Writer

Students who have meal
tickets have been witnessing a
new form of modem art in
Winslow Cafeteria called food
sculptures.
Sharks made out of zucchini
squash, rabbits formed from
turnips and lemon pigs are
just a few examples of the
s c ulptures created by
Margaret Cole and Dorothy
Miller, cafeteria employees.
Miller explained that they
began making the sculptures
last su~er out of seasonal
fruit such as watermelon and
cantaloupe. They got the idea
from a picture given to them
by Joe Dyer, director of food
services.
Dyer said he encouraged the
creation of the sculptures
"because the eye eats first a nd
to have an occasional change
from the usual cafeteria style."
Miller and Cole try to create
new art every few days since
the sculptures can't be left out

v~ry long. They find many of
their ideas in special pattern
books.
The women work on the
sculptures in their spare time
during the day and
occasionally they work on
things at home and bring
them to the cafeteria. "We're
here to please the students,"
Cole said.
They report very little
problem with the sculptures
being stolen by students. "I
think they (students)
appreciate the extra effort we
put in and enjoy the
decoration," Miller said.
During the week before
Easter, a new approach was
taken. Four rabbit cakes were
designed and given away to
various students who entered
the cafeteria.
On April3, the 300th and the
700th student who came to
Winslow for breakfast was
awarded a cake along with the
500th and the 900th student
who came for dinner.
"It's just one more way we
try to make food eervicea
better," Miller said.

Photo by RO Y MOBLEY

CREATING A WORK OF ART, Margaret Cole (left) and Dorothy Muter construc t a sculpture out
of various vegetables.

Little sisters support fraternities
By ROBERT YORK
Staff Writer

When the word fraternity is
brought up in a conversation,
the discussion usually turns to
recent parties, dances ,
intramural competitions and
the Greek system.
However, there is another
aspect of fraternities that
really adds to the spirit of a
Greek family; the little sisters.
Lori Wh.i tt, a little sister ofPi
Kappa Alpha from
Owensboro, said the little
sisters' "purpose and goal is to
promote the spirit of family
ties, such as brotherhood and
sisterhood."
"One of our main objectives
is rush. Of course, we do not

other involvements that the
little sisters have, such as
sorority functions and jobs.
However, not all little sisters
believe that the frat.mity
members perceive them in
these ways. Some believe that
they are expected to date th.e
Tiffany Taylor, a Lambda
active members.
""
Chi Alpha little sister from
One student, who recently
'Being
a
little
resigned her position as a
Murray, expressed her belief
that brothers perceived the sister allows me
fraternity little sister, said, ''If
little sisters as friends and
you ever date and get in a tight
confidantes. She said she sees to know a wider
with one of the brothers, it
causes tension inside the
a closeness between the
brothers and the young range of people.'
fraternity and puts the little
sister in an uncomfortable
women who are chosen as
sisters.
situation."
Veronica Cannon, Tau
"Being a little sister allows
Kappa Epsilon little sister
me to know a wider range of
president from Kuttawa, said
people on campus," she said.
the sisters give the brothers
Taylor, also a member of . support in every activity they
"My fraternity shows their
respect for their little listers Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, are involved in. She said they
duri n g Little Sis t er said the fraternity respects ho l d fund raisers
decide who receives a bid to
pledge, but we hope that
through rush, we can help the
rushees feel more comfortable
in their surroundings in order
to feel at home if they do get a
bid," Whitt said.

Appreciation Week, which
brings everyone in the
fraternity closer."

to financially support the
fraternity.

The little sisters' activities
do not go unnoticed by
fraternity members. David
Griffo, Murray, of Sigma Chi
said, "The sisters are, of
course, nice to have around.
They are good friends to the
brothers."
He added that the women
plan events for the fraternity,
such ae Thanksgiving dinner
and smokers, and give the
frater nity house a good
atmosphere.
Actually, the relationship
between fraternity brothers
and little sisters depends on
the people involved. Whether
it is for rush, friendship, or
datin g, the bond sh ared
between the two groups can be
remarkable.

lbe CALENDAR
APRIL

I

12

FRIDAY

13

·-

--~-

"SATIJROAY

14

In t:.gle Gallery
through May 8.

I

SUNDAY

15

demonatratlon from
Untvar~lty ol
Georgia Chamber
Music Enaamble 4
p .m. In Fine Arts

Cent..-.

MONDAY

-

16

TUESDAY

17

-WEDNESDAY

All-C.....- lint
4:30p.m . In
quadrangle.

lklttel. International
food and
entertainment at 1
p.m. In Currlt
Cent..- Ballroom.
A.atal. DMn Smith
(trombone) 2 p.m.
In Fine~ Canter.

Clinic. Lecture and

Alt. Print exhibition

'

lfMmlllol...

""' , . . . . 8 112

......... oay
c - t . TheBua
Boys and The
Wallets 8 p.m. In
~Auditorium
~

c - t . The
Memphis Preaa 8
p .m. at Cutchin
Field.

7 p .m . In 208
Faculty Hall.
lillolle. SIXtHn
Candles 7 and 11:30
p .m . in Curril
Centef Theatre.

......--

18

THURSDAY

Aec~Ut. O.nny

Craig (voice) 8 p.m .
In Fine Arts Canter.
........ ~ 8
p .m . l n Cuirls
Cant..-.
Pllft......._ Htgh
Noon 12:30 p.m. In
208 Ftculty Hall.

-

"

-...
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Dance 'Theatre presents
Rodeo in Spring ballet
By DANNIE PRATHER
Staff Writer

The Murray State
University Dance Theatre will
present its spring concert,
which includes the western
ballet Rodeo, April 18, 19 and
20 in the R.E. Johnson
Theatre.
Karen Balzer, associate
professor in the theater
department, said this year's
concert is very important to
the company.
"We were able to hire a guest
choreographer," Balzer said.
She also said that, "The fact
we're doing a full -length ballet
is a nice step for us.••
The first half of the concert
includes guest choreographer
Susan Earle Anderson's
int'erpretation of Grieg's
Norwegian Medley. Anderson
is head of the dance program
at the University of South
Carolina in Columbia.
The troupe will also be
accompanied by the Murray
State University Percussion
Ensemble in an improvisation.
In addition, the company
wiU p<'rform exerpts from All
That Jazz and a New Orleans
jazz piece.
Dance students Angie
Deaton and Marissa Byrd
choregraphed certain features
in the first half of the show.

...atep lightly with

1

IIHII " Engllah Sole"

ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY
Classic Ladles Footwear
• Joan & David
• Van Eli
• Bernardo
• Gloria

• Sesto Meucci
• Evan Picone
• Innocence
Vanderbilt

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Monday-Saturday
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
502· 759-.41-CO

THE LEADING DANCERS of Rodeo perform.ct• dress
rehe•rul before the aprlng bellet.

The second half of the show
features Aaron Copland's
Rodeo. Balzer choreographed
the show based on the concept
by Agnes de Mille. Balzer said
Rodeo is based on the idea of
the annual rodeo and square
dance out west. "It's very
Americana."
The story involves a tomboy
(Balzer) who falls in love with
a ranch foreman (portrayed by
Billy
Richeson).
Unfortunately, the foreman is

very much in love wit}?. the
girl's older sister(Deaton). The
tomboy tries to cope with the
problem with the help of her
friend, the head roper (played
by Keith Cobbs).
"If this is the first time they
(the audience) have ever
viewed classical ballet, it wiU
be very appealing," Balzer
said.
Tickets can be reserved by
calling the R.E. Johnson
Theatre at 762~797.

Captain.
D's.
a great Uttle seafood
pla~e.

®
FEED4
FOR$7
••••••••• a.na c~•••••••••
I

I

1

Need a)~quick suntan?

We have tlie 3best equipment in the area.
Xf'
'ft I
We have 160 waH beds, 100 watt beds, all with
facial units.
1

I

•

•I

Call Marta's Tanning Salon
247-5109
827 Paris Road
Mayfieldf Ky.

FOR
ONLY

$1 •75

OH.r cxpora Ap.ilt9tl\
NolgDOd ""'"' ~ other
•Picitol or doecount

.

I•••••••••
FISH 8r FRIES
I1 ONLY
FOR $1 75
•
t•r P'lt1H:IPilllng C..Ptain O'a)

Two tender fish fillets,
I
natural cut french fries
I
and 2. southern style hush
puppres.

I

D'-

1
I

little Mafood ._aaa

1
1

C~tala
11

C&.l' THIS C OUPON

1I

1

We also lhave the only beds of its kind in the state of
Kentucky-The Super-Nova 8,000-this bed will tan
~.1ou in one to three visits depending on you skin
complextion and how much melanin you have at the
surface of your skin. If you live more than 20 miles
away we have special rates on the super-Nova 8,000.

·FISH 8r FRIES

II

~=~r:~~~
apea.J or dllco•mr

(a! pwtocrpetlflll c..,t.on O'a}

I

FISH 8r FRIES
FOR

$1 75

•
1 ONLY
1 '::;::,."=~
I
IPecilll or diiCaunc
I
~~ '*'.o.-.,. CaptU. o·,,.

.
.
$1 75

•••••••••1
I

Two tender fish fillets,
I
natural cut french fries
I
and 2 southern style hush
puppies
1

Caataln
D's.
• I J i lttle Mahod
place

• • • • • • • • • • C UP THtS COUPON

I
I

-• •

II

••••••••••1

Two tender fish fillets.
I
natural cut french fries
I
and 2 southern style hush
puppres.
1

I

Caatala
D's.
rertlnle
11

Nahod place

1~········IC
1

1
I
I

THISC~········•I
FISH 8r FRIES
Two tender fish fillet~.
1
natural cut french fnes
1

I
FOR
I ONLY
•
1 O!Nr~pine Ap'ill9lh
1 NotgDOd ...rh...,.ot11** or dikounl
I
(at perticlpjllina ~ 0 '1)

and 2 southern style hush I
puppies.
I

Ca!taln D'·a .

11
lift Uttle Mal-..1 -•ace
I
..
•••••••••c~~ac~••••••••••

Captain D's.
We are also distributors for this equipment for home & Commercial use.
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THE FACTS ABOUT ''MYTH #2''
The "wet league" recently advertised that your taxes won't have to be
increased because the city can tax alcohol retailers. What they didn't tell you
is that Russellville's property tax rate did go up after they legalized alcohol
sales.
(Russellville News-Democrat 10/4/84)
The Kentucky law that allows cities to tax alcohol sales (KRS 243.075)
specifies that the money collected can be used ONLY to reimburse the city
for the costs of ADDITIONAL POLICING, and for REGULATORY and ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES BELATED TO THE SALE OF ALCOHOL. Any
other use is a violation and thus illegal. If our city needs additional funding
for reasons unrelated to alcohol, the money will have to come from somewhere
other than the liquor tax!
\

According to the Russellville 1983-84
Financial Statement (News-Democrat
8/23/84)

Total Revenue collected from Alcohol
Beverage Tax was:
According to City Clerk Peggy Jenkins:
Total alcohol related expenses for 1983-84 were:
ABC Administrator: salary, office, car,
etc.
·
Pollee Dept: Salaries, pollee cruiser)
Street/Park Dept: Salaries, garbage
truck)
Legal Fees

$94,069.17

~2,165

41,978
42,573
1,66S
$108,384.00
$14,314.83

Deficit

The 1984-85 Budget (which includes S additional pollee officers, 2 more pollee cars, walkietalkies, guns and salary increases) estimates the alcohol-related expenses to be $111,2p3.
While the revenue from the alcohol tax was expected to cover these expenses, as of
February 28, 1985, only $60,857.60 had been collected. City Clerk Peggy Jenkins predicted
a deficit similar to the previous year's.
Why did Russellville need those new policemen? Was it really for traffi~ colltrol as the
"wet league, implied? Not according to Russellville Police Chief Mike Stratt~n.ln ~City
Council meeting he justified the need for more police officers paid bY. the 1tlx by ,s aying
that '• crime statistics are up dramatically here in the past year.'' He attributed the change
to the sale of alcohol. (News-Democrat 1/28/84) In a personal interview he told us that on
Friday and Saturday nights carloads of young people come into Russellville from surrounding "dry" counties to cruise and drink beer. "Our case reports for thefts, assaults, etc.,
have mushroomed.''
Why did Russellville need three additional street and park employees and a garbage
truck? Because litter (beer cans) increased dramatically on the city streets, especially
downtown. (News-Democrat 7/7/83 & 10/6/83) There was also increased looting and vandalism in the city park, which the Police Chief attributed to alcohol.
IN SUMMARY: Legalizing the Sale of Alcohol will bot keep your taxes from gobtg up.
Legalizing the Sale of Alcohol will add alcohol-related expenses to our city budget. Will
the tax on alcohol retailers cover all these expenses? It didn't in Russellville.

Vote ''NO''
on April 23rd
Paid

tor by the Dry League of Murray
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t Dru ro.V.P. :

A- Superior: 8 - Good; C- Fair; D - Mediocre; E- Poor

Movie unmasks beauty •*****************
in·.moving performances
Highlighted by a moving
performance by Eric Stoltz,
director Peter Bogdanovich
has captured a realistic
insight into true beauty in
Mask (PG-13).
Stoltz playA Rocky Dennis, a
young man with a rare disease
that gives him "the look of a
lion." This true story shows
how Dennis never let society
bring him down so low that he never fails to see the inner
couldn't pick himself back up, beauty of her son.
Most of Dennis' friends
"by thinking of some of the
good things that happen to belong to a motorcycle-riding
you."
gang that his mother is a part
Stoltz is so natural, he is an of. Instead of the typical
instant favorite of the viewer. violent, unfeeling thugs as
He also shows the problems they are portrayed in most
that every teenager runs into films, the bikers are depicted
by wearing some sort of mask. as people with emotions like
Cher also turns in a fine job anyone else.
Sam Elliott w iaely
as the boy's mother, Rusty.
Hung up on drugs and one- underplays his role as Gar
night stands, Rusty has Rusty's one stable lov~
troubles with her own life, but interest and Dennis Burckley,

~/~'.!?

~

A-

known for hia roles as a big,
greasy hood, is wonderful as
the simpleminded Dozer. He
says only six words in the
whole movie, but they_ are
guaranteed to put a lump in
anyone's throat.
Laura Dem also does a good
job as Diana, a blind girl who
can see Rocky as he is, not
what he looks like.
The soundtrack is
interspersed with old tunes
and Bob Segar songs, all of
which are good. Bogdanovich
complained loudly when
Segar's songs were used
instead of the original Bruce
Springsteen tunes, but the
effect is still the same.
• Ma.lk should not be m.i8sed
by those who are sometimes
afraid to take off their own
muk and show their true
feelings.

-Dan Heckel

Confusion----------Continued from Page 1
"Wild" Bill Murray, a eenator
from Oklahoma.
Though the name links the
institutions together, the size
curriculum and makeup ofth~
two schools are different.
As opposed to MSU's
approximately 6,700 students
the Tishamingo school ha~
only 1,346 full-time students
with a total enrollment of

2,609. The population of
Tiahamingo is 3,500. MSC'e
mascot is the aggie, or cowboy.
All ofMSC'a 24-professional
and 15-occupational curricula
are two-year programs. The
moat noted program is
gunsmithing, Fountain said.
"There are only seven
gunsmithing programs in the
United States. We have one of
them."

Bus Boys to perform in Lovett
The Bus Boys, a four-man
rock group that has appeared
in movies such as 48 Hrs. and
Ghcstbusters, will appear in
concert Monday night at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
The group, which has
appeared on Saturday Night

Liue, is beat known for its
singles, "The Boys Are Back
In Town," "American
Worker" and "Cleaning Up
the Town."
Tickets are $2 for students
and $4 for others. The Wallets
will open fo'!' The Bus Boys.

The curriculum is limited to
40 students per year.

Tiahamingo has strong
ru..torical roota. It was the
Chickasaw capital before
Oklahoma became a state.
"There's a lot ofhistory here,"
Fountain said. "There's a lot
to see and do."

Whitewater Rafting Nantahala River
DESCRIPTION: Camp und raft on one of
North Carolina's finest
whitewater rivers.
DATE: Apri I 26 - 28
COST: $43
SIGN UP DATE: Deadline April 19
TRIP LEADER: Larry Wood
PHONE: 762-3824 or 762-61 19
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 30
OTHER: Cost includes rafts. equipment, food ,
and transportation.

It Isn't Easy Being
An Alpine Dealer
Sunset Boulevard Music

Wouldn't Have It Any Other Way.

Jl

ADA

16 oz.

Truckload
Sale

Returnable

Pepsi
Mt. Dew
Diet Pepsi

$1.39
Plus Deposit

Chestnut St.

753-6221

Our quality-or-else attitude makes some
real demands on us.
We see precise. professional installation as
vital to great mobile sound. Which is the only
kind we. or Alpine. will allow.
So we think out component matching and
speaker placement very carefully. Your drivIng and listening habits ore just as important
Installation Is tight Tested and retested. No
loose wires. No engine noise.
For ypu it means a greot look. dependability and the greatest sound on the road
today.

•

Adl.<lnced Alpine electronics. Our absolute
quality commitment for Installation and service. Together, they're The Alpine Touch.

753-
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Test tread with penny

FORD photo

Stick a Lincoln-head penny
upside down into the tr~d of
your tires and if the top of
Lincoln's head shows, you
don't have enough rubber left
to get around safely.
You can also check your tire
tread depth by wlltching for
the small wear indicator bars
that appear horizontally
across the tire's face. When the
bars appear, it is time to
change your tires.
' Another thing to check is
your tire's "footprint" - the
flattened section where the
tread meets the road. It can be
easy to see in dirt or mud.
When the footprint is worn
smooth, down to 1116 of an

inch or less tread depth, your
tire is dangerous. NearJy 90
percent of tire trouble happens
in the laat 10 percent of tread
wear.
According to the Tire Care
Council, a non-profit industry
association, leas than 1/ 10 of 1
percent of auto accidents are
related to tires, but of that
small percentage nearly 90
percent are caused by bald
tires.
Keeping an eye on your tires
will help you keep your car on
the road.
For a free brochure on
complete tire maintenance,
send a postcard to Tire Care
Council, P .O. Box 374, Pebble
Beach, CA 93953.

THE MARKET IS DIMINISHING for large auto., like this Uncoln Town Car.

Car dealers predict rise
in sales of smaller.cars
By MICHELE SIMMONS
Staff Writer

The tTend in car aalea ia
moving toward smaller cars,
according to several local car
dealers.
Fuel economy playa a large
part in the choice of a new car.
Smaller cars get better gas
mileage, making them more
popular, explained Will Ed
Travis , of Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet.
Smaller cars are also less
expensive. According to Mike
Riley of Paducah Ford, any
car that sells for under $10,000
is going to be a big seller.
Availability is a big
determiner, as well. Many
automobile manufacturers are
going to quit making larger
cars after the 1985 aeaaon.
"There just isn't a large

enough market," eaid Rick
Norsworthy, owner of Rick's
Vinyl Roof and Motor Salea.
Wells Purdom, of Purdom
Motors, said moat
manufacturers have already
begun to "down·eize" their
larger cars.
" Even luxury cars, such ae
Cadillacs, have a new, smaller
design," he said. "The inside
room is about the same, but the
engine size is compacted for
fuel economy."
Riley points out there will
always by a market for large
cars, but it is not expected to
increase. "The sales market
for these cars should remain
stable, unless we go through
another economic crisis ," he
said.
Van sales are up, but
Purdom explained that vans
are "seasonable" products.
"During summer months and

the beginning of football
eeaaon van sales increaee and
then slow down in November
until about March," he said.
Noreeworthy said moat
people look for low milea when
buying a used car, but that
may be a mistake.
"This can be very
mieleading," he said. "It ia
more important to find out the
history of the car and if it was
taken care of. Low milage is
important, but there are other
things to consider."
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Florida Vacation With
Purchase Of Any New Car

I wash my car in my drive way with a hose.
Lately the finish looks dull and marked.
What's wrong?
Washing a car in your drive way can be harmful to your
car's finish. Tests by the University of Texas show that a
single home hand wash can produce scratches a deep as
1/ lOth of the finish. That's because your hose may not
provide enough water or pressure.
Our professional car wash provides the right amount of
water and pressure, along with mechanical action, to
protect your finish.
Your car will look better and you'll feel better.
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AN IMPORTANT PART of good car maintenance Ia
cteanlng, Including waxing. Laurie Gruggett (left) and
Karen Jones, both from Paducah, take time to help wax a
friend's car at Murrey Menor.
Photo by• DEAN COSSIBOOM

MURRAY AUTO PARTS, INC.

Murray Auto Parts
now has a
"Starter, Alternator &
Generator Shop for
Foreign & American
made cars."

·Cool it
Now is the best time to check
automobile air-conditioners
With the warm summer
months fast approaching, now
is the best time to check a car's
air-conditioning system to
ensure smooth operation on
those scorching days.
The best way to start is by
turning on the air-conditioner
for five minutes each week.
This circulates the lubricating
oil within the cooling system
to endure rigorous
performance.
Also, routine thermometer
checks are important. After a
car has been running about 15
minutes, the temperature
inside the enclosed car should
be checked.

The thermometer should be
held 88 close to the evaporator
in the vent as possible. The
thermometer should register

34 to 44 degrees Fahrenheit.
Unless one is an authority
on cooling systems, he should
leave mechanical problems to
professionals. It is dangerous
for an inexperienced person to
attempt a repair on the system
because of the compresaed
refrigerant that is used.
One major problem that
cooling systems have is
overheating. This is caused by
either a mechanical failure
that altere the now of coolant
orbea~atthesysteiDcannot

handle.
The driver should aaaUIDe
the responsibility of keeping
the radiator full ofcoolant. If a
cooling system fails and
overheats, a check should be
made on the water pump,
engine block or even a leaking
hoae. .

P------ ~--------------------~
12- Month
Engine
Tune-Up
•Includes parts and labor
Electronic ignition vehicle
• No extra charge for A/C vehicles
• Most U.S. cars- some light trucks.

$34.00

$38.00

4 cyl.

· ·&cyl•.. ·.

ltendwd Ignition '• acid $1.00

$42.00
8 cyl.
-

for requlr.d pointe, condenMr •nd 8Cklltlon8ll•bor.
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Rudolpll Tim And Atlrnment. Inc.

721 6. 12111 It

• PbOOM (502) 753.0595

NUAUY. IY U071

605 Maple
753-4424
Murray, Ky.

If one drives an automobile
for several years, the check on
cooling systems is crucial.

Deterioration of the system is
more dependent on age rather
than miles driven.
For one, older autos a re more
likely to have coolant leaks.
The driver needs to check the
level constantly.
Also, there is an economical
part to the cooling system. At
highway speeds, more fuel is
saved with closed windows
and air-conditioner on than
with windows open and airconditioner off because of
wind resistance. The car has to
increase power (and gaaoline
usage) 88 ita hollow inner shell
battles the outaide winds.
If proper maintainance and
use of the cooling system is
applied, the driver can enjoy a
hot sUIDmer in his cool car.

Purdom Motors, Inc.
1406 WEST MAIN ST.

MURRAV, KV. 42071

Buick, Pontiac. Olcla, Cadillac

Presents

..

Student Specials!

..

Dependable Used Cars At Affordable Student Prices
1H1-0ids Omep·hd8n P.S. PB. Air AM-FM 8 cyl.-$3,350
11N-Fireblrci-Sold new heN, extra ciMn power and ..r-$4,100

1tn-e.prtce Coupe-All

~

Power, Mlchel8n Redlela, wire wheel
c:owwe-$2,100
1177-Bulclr Plirlr A". One owner, Loeded, new Mlchelene Tlne-$1,100
1171-0idl CultaM-One owner, Pow., a good ciNn art-$1,750

Moat of our uMd care .,. one owner loc81 care.

See Tom Sow•rda, Jerry H•u•y or Jim Sutter for your
atudent apecl•t on your next new or uMd car.

Finally!
A Place To Buy Parts t=:or
Your Import Automobile
•

l

Foreign Auto Parts, Inc. ·
Olympic Plaza
753"-2211
Bring this ad fo.r.

a

10°/o DISCOUNT
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The best way to keep your
car In super shape Is to
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Vinyl roofs, upholstery
require extra attention
By DARLA BAXTER
Assistant Campus Life Editor •

Taking care of the exterior
and interior of a car isn't as
easy as a swipe with a soapy
sponge, according to area
upholstery shops.
"Vinyl tops are made of
poly-vinyl chloride," said Rick
Norseworthy, owner of Rick's
Vinyl Roofs. "They're a
product made from petroleum,
which means it has oil in it
and has a tendency to dry
out."
Because of its makeup, a
vinyl roof needs special care,
he said.
"People assume . that you
don't ever have to do anything
to a vinyl roof because it's not
shiny, but they are wrong,"
Norseworthy said. One of the
most important steps in vinyl
roof care is to treat it before it
needs treatment.
Though he stresses the
importance of cleaning vinyl
roofs, Norseworthy warns
that the results will be positive
only if the car's owner has
been taking care of it since it
was new.
"People will go out and buy a
bottle of a treatment
preparation that I usually
recommend and apply to their
old roof," he said. "The
preparation will soften the
roof, but in a few months time,
it will tly away on them.
"They should have it done in
the first place; and it would
protect the roof and keep it
from fading as much."
Norseworthy recommends
Armour All, Eagle Protectant
or Son of a Gun for vinyl roof
protection and clean-up.
Any other product, he said,
could damage the roof. "I don't
recommend solid waxes such
as those put out by Turtle Wax,
because they cause a wax
build-up and make the roof
look dull"

For those roofs that need
good cleaning, Norseworthy
suggests using dishwashing
liquid and a soft brush. Any
thing stronger, such as a
product containing detergent,
will damage the roof, he said.
Norseworthy recommends
using a soft brush with
rubbing compound, baking
soda or Soft Scrub for extra
tough cleaning. "However,
though these products will
help , discoloration and
scrathing may result because
they are abrasive."
Roofs need to be cleaned
once every two to three months
to remain in good shape, he
said.
It is equally important that
the car owner make sure all the
cleaning preparation is
removed from the roof after
cleaning. " Otherwise, when it
rains, the preparation will run
down the sides of the car and
streak it,'' Norseworthy said.
"It will take a good deal of
buffing to get those streaks
off."
The color of a roof and
regional weather conditions
can also have an effect in the
wearability of a roof.
" Metallic, especially the
lighter-colored metallic roofs,
discolor easily," he said.
" Cars from places like
Florida and Texas almost
have to have vinyl put on
because the cars are so pecked
up from the sand and the rock
in the air, and it is worse on the
flat surfaces where t he sun is
constantly beating down."
Vinyl dashboards also need
to be cleaned and treated,
according to Norseworthy. He
suggests cleaning t h e
dashboards with the same
products he recommends for
roofs.
"Black or dark-colored
dashboards get hotter and
colder than others, and are

more succeptible to drying out
and cracking," he said. "The
slanted gla88 of a windshield
magnifies the sun, and this
does most of the damage. But
if a treatment is used it will
prevent the sun from fading
the interior and doing as much
damage."
Gary Harper, of Murray
Upholstery, said, "Use Son of
a Gun or Amour All and it will
clean and take care of the
interior. They help keep the
upholstery from fading and
drying out.
"The sun does the most
damage, and not much can be
done about that. Just keep it
clean. Try to clean it at least
once every three months.
Don't use any type of cleaner
that would dry it out."
While some parts
of the interior may be vinyl,
the trim will probably be
plastic, and the two materials
react differently to the sun.
The vinyl dries out, and the
plastic has a tendency to
change color dramatically.
Norseworthy said nothing can
be done about this except to
avoid sunlight.
"The best solution in the
world is to put the car under a
cover or in a shelter. But cars
were made to drive places, so
you learn to live with it."
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